
Around TOZEUR

 The Great Eastern Erg : south west of 

Tunisia



•5* Hotel Palm Beach Palace 

Tozeur

•4* Hotel   Ras El Ain

•4* Hotel  El Mouradi

Hotels



Nestled among thousands of palm trees, Palm Beach Palace Tozeur is the

perfect oasis to spend a relaxing vacation. Designed in a classical Tunisian

style, this Tozeur hotel evokes a sense of calmness and serenity that can

only be achieved while staying at the hotel. Featuring 128 guestrooms and

suites that boast private balconies and are fully equipped with every amenity

desired, Palm Beach Palace Tozeur is sure to create a memorable experience

remembered for years to come.

The hotel offers air-conditioned guestrooms equipped with telephone, WiFi

access, satellite television, safe, and mini bar. Enjoy a buffet breakfast from 5

a.m. to 10 a.m. in the restaurant. For lunch, delight in cuisine at the restaurant

by the swimming pool.

And for dinner, indulge in Tunisian and Mediterranean specialties at El Djerid

restaurant.

5* Hotel  Palm Beach Tozeur  

Room name Theatre U-shape
Board-
room

Classroom Banquet Height Surface

CHEBBI 100 44 650 65 20 16.00m 130m²

Length 15,2 m, Width 8,5 m, Air-conditionned, Daylight, Size of the screen 3.5*3.5 m, Room sound proof

JULNEUS 60 20 0 30 5 3.00m 60m²

Access by stairs, Length 8 m, Width 7 m, Air-conditionned, Daylight

MEETING 
ROOM 5

130 44 650 65 0 0.00m 0m²

TAKYUS 60 20 0 30 5 3.00m 60m²

Access by stairs, Length 8 m, Width 7 m, Air-conditionned, Daylight

YBELLE 0 0 0 0 0 16.00m 650m²













4* Hotel   Ras El Ain
Nestling in a magnificent garden facing Tozeur's palm oasis, beside the

majestic landscapes of the desert, the Golden Yasmin Ras El Aïn promises a

cool and comfortable stay in the heart of the Tunisian south. Three

kilometers from Tozeur airport, close to the town centre and facing the

enormous palm oasis, the hotel is ideally located to make the most of your

Saharan stay.

The Hotel offers guests 142 comfortable rooms including a presidential

suite, seven senior suites and fifteen mini suites. Total capacity 286 beds.

Name of the rom Area Theatre Classroom Banquet Cocktail U-shaped
Ibn Chabbat plenary room 200(m²) 200 100 100 250 70

Subcommittee room I 38(m²) 40 - - - 20

Subcommittee room II 38(m²) 40 - - - 20









4* Hotel   El Mouradi Tozeur

Located in central Tozeur, El Mouradi Tozeur is near the airport and close to 

Dar Chrait Museum. Regional points of interest also include Chott el-Jerid.

137 air-conditioned guestrooms at El Mouradi Tozeur feature safes and 

windows that open. Balconies offer pool or garden views. Beds come with 

Select Comfort mattresses and signature bedding.

Dimensions Capacity as per Set Up
WIFI

Name
Length/Width/Hei

ght (m)
m2 Cocktail Banquet Theatre

Class 
room “U” Style

SALLE PLÉNIÈRE EL JERID - 330 200 150 250 150 50 YES
SALLE COMMISSION

SAHARA (MOULDABLE) 
- 190 30 30 70 40 30 YES

SALLE

COMMISSION TAMERZA

(MODULABLE)
- 190 30 30 70 40 30 YES

BUSINESS CENTER (SANS

LES PC)
- - - - 25 15 15 YES











A night under Berber tent combining an exotic setting with top-level comfort. In 

each tent: Beds, mattresses, duvets, sheets, pillows, wash kit (wash glove, soap 

and towel), lamp. Toilet and shower tent with separate male and female facilities: 

WC, showers, water available for morning wash.

The set for “Star Wars”, 45 km from Tozeur with its grand decor is an idea for a 

themed evening around the imperative giant fire, and the sunrise is always so 

beautiful.

Recreation of a typical Berber village, including herds of camels, goats and some 

domestic animals.

“Personalized” camps with the clients’ 

colors:



Setting :

•A tent for traditional henna, a woman decorates the hands and feet of 

participants with henna.

•A tent reserved for “harkous” or traditional tattooing.

•A tent for demonstrating how the traditional pan, “tabouna”, is prepared.

•A tent for the nargila water pipe (“chicha”) and mint tea.

•Caravans of camels and horses near to the camp.

•A tent for the fortune teller, revealing the secrets of your future.

Entertainment includes the following:

•A traditional folkloric dance troupe: troupe in a variety of costumes performing 

different dances.

•Belly dancers and Oriental dancers.

•Fashion parade of traditional costumes from the region of Tozeur and the 

south.

•Fire eaters and dancers balancing jars on their heads.

•Sword dance.



Privatization of the Dar Cherait

Museum:
A grand dinner can be arranged in the museum’s patio or on the hotel’s terrace 

with classical or traditional musical accompaniment…

Lunch or dinner in an ancient dwelling in the heart of the palm oasis!



Team Building
A wide choice with an offer tailored to our clients’ partners’ needs :

•Buggy and quads: The fun of driving off-road in the surrounding hills and 

dunes.

•Horse riding excursions, hikes or even bike rides.

•Crafts to create and excitement to be had: create your logo in Tozeur brick.

•Golf.

•Donkey back races in an oasis.

•Setting up a Berber tent.

•Horse drawn carriage races in the labyrinth of the oasis.

•Palm tree climbing.

•Relay race down dunes with sleds or monoski.

•Sand hockey.

•Archery or tug of war.

•Paint in watercolors.

•Drive blind folded.

•Recognize the smell of spices.

•Arabic courses.









Trekking

The mountain oases, the golden triangle of Douz, the different luxuriant palm 

oases… are some of the magical settings ideal for trekking.



NEW NEW : Speed sailing :

A dirt windsurf rally can be organized across the enormous Chott el Jerid salt 

lake.

Off Road and the adventure of “self drive” in a 4x4. A 4x4 rally with road book and 

GPS can be specially designed for your group to discover the Great Eastern Erg 

passing through Douz and Ksar Ghilane.



Treasure Hunt: Medina of Tozeur

With a medina of distinctive brickwork and surrounded by a lush oasis of thick vegetation

and flowing water, Tozeur thrived as caravan crossroads beginning in the 14th century. Its

massive, dense palm grove contains one million six hundred thousand palms, of which more

than a quarter give the best dates, the “deglet Ennour”.

Today, Tozeur boasts comfortable accommodations and a museum complex known as Dar

Cheraiet that exhibits in its beylical palace the arts and traditions of the country.



Wellness



Tozeur: Sample program



Day 1 : Arrival in TOZEUR
Arrival in Tozeur by charter flight or from Tunis/Djerba on a domestic 

flight (connection via Tunis).

Personalized pickup with name boards showing the company’s name.

Luggage taken directly by lorry to the hotel and sent to the rooms 

(prior name tagging necessary).

Transfer in 4x4 (6 people per vehicle): participants greeted at the hotel 

by an African Banga folklore group.

Option: Transfer by horse drawn carriage (4 people per carriage)

Distribution of personalized keys in the name of the company ensuring 

a smooth check-in.

Welcome cocktail served alongside the pool.

Participants proceed to their respective rooms.

Buffet dinner around the pool.

An Arab-Andalusian orchestra will accompany the dinner.

Overnight at the hotel.



Day 2: Full-day meeting or “à la carte” 

program
Buffet breakfast.

Meeting rooms or air-conditioned tents set up for meetings and 

workshops or seminars!

Lunch around the pool.

Departure in 4x4 off road to Lariguet, where the films ‘’Star 

Wars’’and “The English Patient” were filmed, for an unforgettable 

experience of the desert.

After the excitement and pleasure of the dunes, you will be able to 

enjoy a superb sunset over a cocktail

Options: Departure in 4x4 to Nefta, nicknamed the 

“Kairouan of the Desert”, for its many minarets, 

mosques and Marabouts. Nefta is also known for its 

strong Sufi tradition. Visit the oasis by horse-drawn 

carriage and stop for mint tea under the palm trees. 

Return to the hotel.



Then the participants – accompanied by a fire eater – will follow a lighted path 

taking them around the dune where they will discover a Berber camp, specially 

erected for the group, including hair braiders, women tattooing or decorating 

participants’ hands and feet with henna, women preparing the traditional 

“tabouna” bread and a shepherd accompanying his flock of goats and sheep.

A corner of the camp will be reserved for “chicha” lovers (the famous Tunisian 

nargila water pipe) and which can serve, on request, as a discotheque with open 

bar. You’ll dine under Berber tents set around a fire of giant palm leaves.

Dinner will consist of Tunisian specialties, in particular clay pot baked lamb 

(“Agneau a la gargoulette”). Traditional dances, mystic folklore, a saber dance 

and belly dancing will follow on one after the other during the dinner. Horsemen 

or camel riders (optional) will appear out of the desert to the sound of a flutist, or 

a Touareg story teller and Bedouins will accompany you for a wonderful evening 

around the fire under the open stars.

After dinner, guided by torches, participants set off on foot for another 

adventure in the middle of the night: a dance floor is waiting for them in the 

middle of the desert!!

- Overnight at the hotel.



Day 3: Meeting program or excursion on the Red 

Lizard / Mountain Oasis
Buffet breakfast at the hotel.

Meeting rooms or air-conditioned tents set up for meetings and 

workshops or seminars!

Option: Morning departure in 4x4 for a day of discovery.

The first stage will be Metlaoui where the Red Lizard train is waiting 

for you. You’ll be able to make the most of this fabulous excursion (one 

and a half hours) through the mountain oases.

Return to the 4x4 vehicles to continue to Tabedit, visit to the Selja

oasis.

 Continue to Midés.

 Lunch in Tamerza’s palm oasis on low tables set with clothes for a 

traditional menu. Camp specially set up for the group.

(Alternative : lunch at the Tamerza Palace with views over the ghost 

village)

Continuation and visit to Tamerza and Chébika.

 Return to Tozeur.



The Red Lizard
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Oasis of mountains



Departure in 4x4 to Tozeur’s palm oasis for diner in a palm oasis.

At the entrance to the palm oasis, you’ll continue on foot along 

a path illuminated by torches held by men dressed in local costume 

who will lead you to the heart of a luxuriant palm oasis. Magic and 

colours for this little “Thousand and One Lights” evening.

Typical dinner with Tunisian specialties. Dinner will be accompanied 

bya folklore group performing different local dances.

Return to the hotel at the end of the evening.



Option: Excursion to the Grand Eastern Erg: 

Chott el Jerid – Zaafrane / Douz
Buffet breakfast.

Departure in 4x4 for Chott el Jerid and its flat, barren expanse, the 

whiteness of its salt crystals and numerous mirages.

Continuation to the region of Fatnassa, Douz and Zaafrane, a region 

forming the magic triangle covered by a fine cloak of white sand.

Lunch at the Zaafrane camp in Douz.

Kart race or team building activity followed by a camelback ride.

Return to Tozeur.

Gala dinner in the patio of the Dar Cherait Hotel or around the hotel 

pool with western music folklore show.



Day 5: Departure

Buffet breakfast.

Transfer to Tozeur airport.

Assistance with check-in formalities.


